"If you can’t explain it simply,
you don’t understand it well
enough.”
Albert Einstein
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“Grey” is so grey.
Please, can someone tell me why so many English Bowling Clubs wear
grey? I mean “Grey” is so grey. Grey is so dull. Grey just reminds me of the
depressing days of winter when the sky is covered in low cloud and it
might rain at any time. Isn’t there enough grey in the bowling world – most
of us have grey heads!! I look at bowling club websites and Facebook
pages and often the predominant colour is grey. OK, so there are some
nice, coloured club shirts but the overall impression is grey.

aren’t they? What do Croquet players wear? We all know what footballers,
cricketers, hockey, netball, basketball players wear – but they are younger
people aren’t they?
What is more – bowling does have a problem with it’s image. It is thought
of as being an older person’s sport - though this is far less true in many of
the Commonwealth Countries. So, does having grey as the predominant
colour give weight to this image?

In contrast, I sometimes watch bowling from other Commonwealth
countries on YouTube and I see so much colour everywhere – it’s like
watching a Festival of Bowling.

Of course, I know that grey can be an attractive colour, but I suggest it is
only so when it is individual and associated with other contrasting colours.
As the predominant colour for a large group of people it can be so . . well .
. . . grey.

And then, I am thinking to myself “What other sports have grey as their
main colour?” Eh . . . let me think – Oh yes, Snooker. They are all in suits,

So Please, can anyone out there tell me why so many English bowling
clubs wear grey?
David Horton

Editor’s Note
The colour grey is an unemotional colour. It is detached, neutral, impartial and indecisive - the fence-sitter. In the meaning of colours, grey is conservative,
boring, drab and depressing on the one hand and elegant and formal on the other, yet never glamorous.
Steve Browning

Thoughts of Chairman Bumble
For a moment yesterday all the worries and concerns about disease and
death were totally lifted. Staring up towards the sky, feeling the sun on my
face, it was as if I'd been transported to somewhere in the tropics. The
cool breeze was keeping the temperature pleasant as I stepped down onto
the soft grass, the green resplendent, freshly cut and trimmed. Yes I was
feeling great, back bowling with mates, catching up on their news and
getting the exercise I so needed. I was in my idea of heaven!
How wonderful to be back bowling with 35 other members for the
afternoon session of the first Men's practice, 12 others having played in
the morning. Good also in the morning to see the Ladies playing so well as
they were watched by their two selectors Club Captain and Vice Captain,
Ann and Lynda. All was fresh and friendly and yet I sensed in myself that
competitive edge. That feeling was a reminder I'd be playing for a place in
the upcoming Club team matches and that there were plenty of others who
were also bowling for their places. I knew Adrian, Bryan and Alan had
already met to look at team selection and the A's, B's and C's were being
formulated. I vowed to not get involved yet couldn't help myself comment
to Adrian that I was surprised that so and so was in the B's and not the

GMC

A's. Adrian gave me one of his serious fixed stares and said "It's been
done already". I reminded myself not to get involved and just to accept a
difference of choices and that I'd be happier in acceptance rather than
being unhappy in disagreement.
Week one of the summer season is now over, the lockdown measures are
being relaxed, more clubs are opening and friendly fixtures are underway.
Once car sharing is permissible away fixtures will be easier to arrange.
Today, Sunday, nine bowlers are heading to Wellington to play the mixed
friendly, four couples and one other. Wellington came to us last
Wednesday and the first friendly of 2021 was a tight fought match with the
Deane coming out on top by 5 shots.
The brewery is delivering the first order of new stock in a week's time and
Mike and Ann are readying to open the bar so outside service can then
resume. Bowlers are getting used to buying vouchers and using the Club's
newly purchased portable card machine.
Normality may never be the same as in the past and yet I feel optimistic for
the Club and it's members. Richard and Sylvia have ensured our financial
survival. Adrian and Ann have mustered the troops and it looks and feels
like everyone has responded well. Long may that continue.....
Bird Talk…
A jackdaw has been bothering bowlers since the start of the season. It’s
the same jackdaw that was around last year. Sadly it will not leave us
alone so the Club is taking action with a neighbour who has ‘adopted’ the
bird. In the meantime do your best to scare the bird off. Please do not
befriend the bird.
Mark
The views, thoughts and opinions in the above belong solely to the
author and not necessarily to TDBC, the GMC or Director's.

Chairman - Mark Reeve

Members we need you
Invite Family, Friends, Acquaintances to our

Outdoor Club Open Day
May 31st (Bank Holiday) 11am onwards

Coaching available

Refreshments, Social Bowling
Taunton Deane Bowling Club
Blackbrook Pavilion
Blackbrook Way
Taunton TA1 2RW

Special Membership for the Summer
If you need more details call 07802 791617

Bowls Big Weekend 28 – 31 May
The club is registered to take part in this National Event promoted by
Bowls England.
Our green will be open, from 11am to 5pm on Monday 31st May, for visitors
to “have a go” at bowls.
Members can help the club by informing family and friends, and bringing
them along to take part.
Casual clothes and flat soled shoes are all that are needed!
We will be publishing more details nearer the date.
Please remember we are always looking for new members and would
welcome any introductions from existing members at any time.

Club Team K.O. Competitions.
Somerset Bowls Association.
Ladies.
Fear Cup v Ashcombe Park. Away. Play on 16th July. 6.30pm.
Southey Trophy v Taunton. Home. Play by. 26th July.
Men.
Turnball Cup v Winners of Eastover v Watchet. Play on 13th July. Away
Bowls England.
Mens.
Top Club V. Wellington. Home. Play by 27th June.
Two Fours. (Double Rink)
A. Team v Bridgwater. Home. Play on Sun. 6th June.
B. Team v Watchet. Home. Play on Tue. 1st June.
As soon as dates are confirmed for matches they will be posted on the
diary on Bowlr.
When offering or accepting dates for individual County and
National competitions would players please check the Bowlr diary.

GMC
Club Secretary - Andy Williams

Andy Williams (Club Secretary)

BOWLING TIPS 2

POSITIVE
COACHING

GMC
TDBC Club Coach Mervyn Batten

1.

Team talk; talk tactics, make sure your team
understands all your commands, request and
directions.

2.

How do you communicate; do not give information
that is useful to the opposition.

3.

Play for second shot if you are losing on an end.

4.

Do not always play for another shot, play for a
defensive shot or positional shot.

5.

Play bowls that can be useful to a following team
member; play as a team.

Maintenance
Team

Hi All.
I am sure you all will join me in thanking all those members who came
down to the club on the 7th April for the working party to get everything
ready for us to open the green for play on the 17th April.
If it was not for the 18 members who turned up there would not have been
an open day, there were so many jobs we had to cover after being in
lockdown it was too much for 4 the members of the usual maintenance
team to cover, (thank you all).
As you will have seen the end near the tennis courts has been taped off for
your safety so please keep out. There is work in progress and we are
waiting for more development work to be carried out, so be patient and we
will get there.
The green is in excellent condition and all it needs is to be played on.
There has been a lot of work taking place to get it looking the way it is and
I hope it will give you all a good challenge in this unpredictable season
ahead.
Can I thank Alwyn, Peter & our new apprentice Ann for helping me through
the winter on many of the jobs we have done to keep the grounds as tidy
as possible. Members never see these jobs but they need doing.
Thank you all for your help and please have a nice season bowling .
Mike Beale

Thank you

Would outdoor bowlers kindly refrain from leaving their bowls bags, shoes,
coats or jackets and other bowling ephemera in the area marked to the
right at the east end of the outdoor bowling green. This area has limited
space and with ongoing development may become a hazardous area if
cluttered. Please be sensible and thank you for your co-operation.
Mike Beale

Maintenance
Team

AM Bowlers

PM Bowlers

Captains Day
Mens Outdoor Captain Adrian Davis
Ladies Outdoor Captain Ann Beale

Saturday 17th April Taunton Deane
Bowling Club opened their green
at Blackbrook for the summer
season.
The Captain's day event was so
well attended there had to be both
a morning and afternoon session.

The sun has got his hat on for this special day hip hip hurray.
Captains Day here we all come to celebrate the easing of lockdown
and ready for our first game. Our bowling green looks superb as well as
the surrounding areas, my thanks to everyone who has volunteered and
worked so hard to get this ready.
We had so many people who wanted to play we had to split the sessions
into two to also accommodate Covid restrictions.
Everybody was so happy to be back seeing their friends after such a long
time in lockdown. Each session saw some excellent bowls it was like we
had never had a break.
I look forward to the summer season but I know there will be a lot of
different situations we will all have to cope with but just keep smiling.
I hope you all enjoy a good season of bowls and we are all able to stay
safe.
Thank you to everyone again for their support on captains day.
Ann Beale (Ladies Outdoor Captain).

Captains Day
Mens Outdoor Captain Adrian Davis
Ladies Outdoor Captain Ann Beale

Last Saturday Taunton Deane Bowling Club opened their green at
Blackbrook for the summer season.
The Captain's Day event was so well attended that there had to be both
a morning and an afternoon session. The large green, which can
accommodate up to eight rinks, was reported to be in the best
condition it has ever been. Mike Beale, the outgoing Club President,
also doubles as the green-keeper and, with his team of volunteers, had
worked long and hard to prepare a superb playing surface.
Sixty two members played in the two sessions with the Men's Captain's
Team narrowly beating the Ladies Captain's team in the morning session
whilst the scoring was reversed in the afternoon session. The overall
final scores were Ladies Captain's Team 120. Men's Captain's Team 119!
Twelve year old Noah Greenhoff was on hand with Dad, Karl to support
Adrian Davis and Ann Beale, the respective Men's and Ladies Outdoor
Captains. Noah was suitably masked the entire time as he has yet to
have the vaccine. The Junior section has a regular Saturday morning
session which will be restarting soon.
The club has an Open Day on Bank Holiday Monday, May 31st and anyone
interested in taking up the sport can come along. Please contact the
club coach, Mervyn Batten on 01823 661127 for details.

The photos show the morning and afternoon players (socially distanced
unless in family bubbles) and Noah Greenhoff with Captains Adrian
Davis and Ann Beale
Ruth Jones - Press Officer

Laughter
is the best
medicine

Laughter
is the best
medicine

A

How’s
Your
Humour?

B

Open Mic, an event at which anyone is allowed to tell jokes, read poetry,
sing, etc.
Daniel Collins specialises in cartooning in magazines, cards, comic books,
editorial newspapers and illustrations.
How’s your humour?, how would you change his classic anniversary card
on the far left?
Here’s your chance, email me your continued joke from card A, given you
have the first line or, a whole new concept from card B. Next month I’ll
publish the top three funniest cards. You don’t have to send me the cards,
just email me the text.
If you like it, we’ll do it again. Email stevebrowning@btinternet.com

You will be sorry to learn of the death of Terence “Terry “ Griffiths on
5th April 2021. Terry has been a member of the bowling club for many
years, joining in and playing in several leagues and a regular with the
Early Birds, which he helped organise.
Terry had a great sense of humour, he liked making fun of people, but
frequently turned the joke against himself.
He and his wife Angelina regularly attended the club social events and
dances, he will be sadly missed.
Gill Rice

It is with deep regret that we
wish to inform you of the
passing of the following former
member(s) of the Club:
Chris Blackmore,
Terry Griffiths and
Bob Cod.
Our thoughts, prayers and
deepest sympathy go out to
family and friends.

If anyone has any information regarding the passing of any club member
could they please inform Linda Dodden in the first instance. Thank you.
Linda Dodden - 01823 432160
diary2205@gmail.com

Before we start with the meaning of flowers, a bit about flower etiquette. In
the United States, florists sell flowers by the dozen. Outside the US, you
should be careful with the number of flowers you offer. The rule about a
flower arrangement always having an odd number of flowers carries over
to presenting flowers to a hostess or a loved one. Never present a dozen,
nor hand over 13. The correct number is 11. If a flower vendor accidentally
sells you an even number, take one away and put it in a vase at home.
Even numbers are OK for funerals or to give to someone who is grieving.
As for type and colour: In Asia, you would not give a girlfriend or boyfriend,
husband or wife, a potted plant. A plant in a pot represents a restricted
relationship. By extension, giving a loved one a bonsai would probably be
the worst possible idea.
Yellow is a dangerous colour for a woman’s bouquet. It can mean the end
of a relationship. Just so you know. If yellow roses are her favourite,
however, you have a pass.
White lilies are probably not an ideal hostess present, since they are often
considered a funeral flower. Italians consider chrysanthemums suitable
only for funerals. The French believe that red carnations should be
reserved only as a token for a woman for whom you feel deep passion.
You would never give red carnations to your mother. Quell horreur!
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Summer Flowers and Their Secret Meanings
Aster - The daisy look-a-like gets its name from the Greek word "Aston,"
meaning star. With its wildflower appearance and multitude of colours, the
aster is a perennial favourite but blooms best in the summer. Among its
colour variety, purple asters are most common and generally symbolise
wisdom and royalty. The flower overall suggests devotion, purity, and faith.
Peony - Justly one of the most popular wedding flowers, the peony is a
symbol of good fortune, a happy marriage, and everlasting prosperity.
Perhaps their happiness is why the flower comes in every colour except
blue. Their blooming period is fleeting–late spring and early summer–so
you best learn how to plant them now. But don't let this strongly scented,
proud petaled flower fool you–the peony also represents bashfulness,

according to one Greek myth.
Morning Glory - Morning glories are named so for their fleeting lifespan,
blooming after sunrise and dying before nightfall that very evening.
Because of their short time in the sun, these colourful flowers represent
unrequited or restricted love–a warning to cherish the brief moments when
love is in reach. There are numerous folktales about how the flower drew
this meaning. It is said Victorians placed morning glories on the graves of
lovers to signify a love forever unreturned. On the other hand, in one
Chinese myth God banishes two lovers to separate sides of a river,
allowing them to meet just once a year.
Marigold - Contrary to modern views, marigolds were not always
considered a delightfully positive flower. Throughout many cultures,
marigolds were thought of as a link between death and love. They
represented grief or despair for the loss of a loved one–most notably
shown in Mexican culture as the marigold is the spearhead for Dia de
Muertos ("Day of the Dead") celebrations.
Daisy - There are many types of daisies–Ox-eye, Blue, Lazy, Prairie–but
Shasta Daisies are commonly known for their summer appearances
because they thrive in direct sunlight and don't need much water. These
simple flowers symbolise innocence and purity and have been graced with
this reputation for centuries. For instance, in Victorian times when a child
stumbled and fell, one would say "ups-a-daisy." Over time this phrase
altered to "whoops-a-daisy" or "oopsie-daisy," expressions uttered when
someone makes an innocent mistake.
Sunflower - This bright yellow flower is more than just a symbol of
happiness and vitality. According to the Greek myth of Apollo and Clytie, it
also represents unwavering adoration. The story tells of a water nymph
named Clytie who in her rage from Sun God Apollo’s unrequited love,
exposes his relationship with Leucothoe. In anger, Apollo denied her
further and turned her into a flower. But despite this, she continued to gaze
upon him as he rode his chariot across the sky – just as the sunflower
loyally follows the sun’s path from East to West throughout the day. As the
ultimate sign of devotion, sunflowers are typically gifted to couples for their
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third wedding anniversary.
Lavender - For centuries, lavender has been lauded for its healing
properties. It was used as an insect repellent by the Romans, a perfume by
the Greeks, and in healing concoctions by monks in the Middle Ages. But
being the colour of royalty, lavender's purple hue denotes refinement and
luxury. The flowers from a lavender plant are symbolic as well–gathered in
a bouquet, they represent devotion or luck.
Hydrangea - Although there are many meanings for the hydrangea flower,
two stand out. In Oriental folklore, the Japanese emperor gives pink
hydrangeas to express sorrow for mistreating the girl he loves.
Hydrangeas, especially pink and blue varietals, have since been
associated with heartfelt apologies. The Victorians, on the other hand,
considered hydrangeas to be symbols of boastfulness. This was due to the
flower's ability to produce wonderful blooms, but little seeds. During the
period, white hydrangeas were given to those who were considered vain.
It's a good thing you can change the colour of your hydrangeas just by
shifting the soil!
Dahlia - Dahlias are most commonly symbolic of commitment and
discovery. Some cultures believe the common dahlia represents the ability
to keep steadfast under pressure, while others liken the flower with major
life changes, balance in life, or staying true to one's life partner. Of course,
each dahlia colour represents something specific in this "commitment" or
"discovery." For example, blue and green dahlias are ideal for someone
who is about to go through a major life change or fresh start.
Steve Browning
https://www.tauntondeanebowls.com/news/monthly-newsletters
Click the link above to return to the TDBC website

